Snack Food Case Study
Brand Tracker Case Study
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The new market for this Cannabis client was very familiar with the
competition; they didn’t really know the client’s brand. This client needed to
understand who their true target audience and product user was. To do it,
they’d need to dig in deep, for consumer insights.

Create a better customer experience
and 86% will pay your more for it1.
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Cannabis consumers shop at dispensaries, but they also use apps. We’d need to help
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No. This experience is in-store first. That’s where your research begins. You need to know what it’s like to

study them all.

walk in-store, search the aisles, and look for the perfect family snack. You’re in luck. There’s an app for that.

Our approach.
We used Surveys On The Go® (SOTG).
As the nation’s largest, highest-rated consumer panel, SOTG locates consumers in
real-time. Here, the app triggered a survey to people who had accessed a Cannabis app,
or visited a dispensary, within hours of the action taken. All within the client’s requested
market area.
And, because it’s an app, the client got:
1. eCommerce behavior: SOTG conﬁrmed their use of a Cannabis app on their phone.
2. Dispensary actions: GPS was used to track each panelist’s location, with their consent.
3. Accurate data: Panelists were spoken to in real time, and validated via the SOTG app.

Our approach.
We used Surveys On The Go® (SOTG).
As the nation’s largest, highest-rated consumer panel, SOTG locates panelists in real-time. Here, the app
looked for qualifying natural purchasers in-store. As they went inside, SOTG triggered a survey straight to
their phones. Then, followed them home for an evaluation.
And, because it’s an app, the client got:
1.

The results.

In-store insights: SOTG confirmed their visit to the retail location.

2.

Timely behaviors: The app captured their feedback at shelf, checkout, and home.
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Marketing efforts should increase awareness in both dispensaries, and on apps, because:
•

59% research on apps ﬁrst.

•

51% decide while they’re in the store.

•

41% decide the same day, or within a few hours of their purchase.

The results.

+ Consumers listen to what they’re told in-store. So, dispensary relationships are key, and a great way
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46% chose this brand based on value for the price.

85% said it was a good snack.
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•

58% decided to buy because they wanted to try something new.

+ As a result of the research, the client found they had poor coverage in certain areas. With the
Phase 3: At-home evaluations point to even more purchases:
feedback they received from consumers, particularly those who knew their competition, they were

+

•
•

able to adjust their approach and create a better go-to-market strategy.
92% are likely to repurchase.
87% overall likability for the products.

About MFour.
•

78% say they’d eat the snack while watching TV.

MFour introduced Surveys On The Go® (SOTG) in 2011. As the nation’s largest,

About MFour.

highest-rated consumer panel, SOTG tracks 10 million daily consumer journeys.
This quality data comes straight from ﬁrst-party panelists, via their smartphone,
where 81% spend three hours a day.

Better outcomes on MFour Studio: the first platform to behave like your
consumer. Using the nation’s most downloaded, highest-rated, and only

As a market research leader, MFour is the only ﬁrm to combine data with survey

Apple-approved data collection and survey app, MFour has finally united

technology. Clients use our panel to speak with any buyers they want—in-store,

market research and data science.

online, or on an app.

MFour Studio is the only place for real-time app, web, and foot traffic
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